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Aquaport in Review: 2019-2021
As the 2019 summer season came to a close, the City prepared for major renovations to Aquaport with an 

anticipated re-open date in spring of 2020. The bid process for the project occurred in November 2019 and 

awarded in December 2019. Hasting+Chivetta was selected as the architect/designer for the renovation 

and Counsilman-Hunsaker as the special aquatics designer. Contegra was selected as the general 

contractor and Capri Pools for pool construction. Aquatics Develop Group (ADG) was contracted to supply 

the FlowRider. The projects final cost was $5.7 million. 

Due to COVID-19 and renovation delays, the 2020 summer season at Aquaport was postponed. As staff 

shifted focus on reopening and operating the facility for the 2021 season, safety was at the forefront as 

we navigated through St. Louis County restrictions and guidelines. With renovations complete and the new 

attraction, FlowRider, ready to go, Aquaport was a buzz with excitement.  

Renovation Overview:
• The addition of the FlowRider feature.

• Improving water quality throughout the park with separate water filtration and chemical systems for the 

Family Fun Pool, Lazy River, children’s area and FlowRider. The lazy river also features a weir wall system 

that functions as a giant skimmer to clean the water surface and improve flow to the filter system.

• Completely renovated family restrooms, food preparation areas and concessions, administration office, 

equipment rental space, first aid room and entrance with dedicated resident and non-resident queue lines.

• Updated kids’ area with St. Louis Cardinals-themed features.

• All pools repainted with high performance epoxy paint to better protect foundations from moisture, 

chemicals and seasonal temperatures.
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Aquaport in Review: Entry Kiosk
Guests first experienced the renovation as they entered the facility through the new open air, covered entry 

kiosk. The kisok offers a 360˚ view with easy access for staff to help guests with questions, be aware of 

what is going on in the facility as well as being adjacent to the FlowRider. Residents with a current Maryland 

Heights Privilege Card or season pass were able to enter through the dedicated VIP line, skipping the long 

general admission line and processing admission quickly. Also new for the 2021 season, the entry kiosk was 

able to sell passes, programs, Privilege Cards and more. The covered area at the entrance of the facility also 

provided needed shelter for guests and staff if and when inclement weather came through the area. 
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Aquaport in Review: Concessions
The concession stand also saw major updates, doubling in size to include additional storage, food prep 

area and refrigeration. The concessions stand was a huge hit with numerous new items added to the menu. 

It was so popular that staff had a challenge keeping up with lines for the first few weeks of the season. 

However, they came up with a solution. Mid-season, the concession POS system was updated to Square, 

a system that increased efficiency, ease of use and included credit card transaction and sales reporting. 

Patrons and staff greatly appreciated the update. 
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Aquaport in Review: Staffing & Operations
Travis had a challenging season preparing Aquaport to open. A shortage of lifeguards was a hurdle that 

effected the entire aquatic industry and Aquaport was not immune. Attempts to entice people to apply 

were made including promoting free training/memberships as well as other benefits via social media, yard 

signs, banners, flyers, posters, contacting local schools, word of mouth and more. Travis was successful 

filling concessions, slide attendants and the front desk. The number of lifeguards hired was approximately 

60% of what was needed to fully staff the facility. To accommodate the availability of lifeguards, Aquaport’s 

hours were amended to close at 6:00 p.m. as well as canceling all before and after hours swim programs 

such as River Walking, Little Splashers, birthday party packages and FlowRider lessons. 
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Aquaport By the Numbers
2021 2020 2019 2018

Temperature

Average High Temperature (F°) 83.87° N/A 86° 90°

Average Low Temperature (F°) 65.62° N/A 70° 71°

Days above 90° (F) 39 N/A 30 53

Days above 100° (F) 1 N/A 0 1

Days below 80° (F) 9 N/A 14 4

Precipitation

Total Precipitation (inches) 12.73” N/A 18.14” 8.23”

Total days with heavy Rain (>.50 in) 10 N/A 12 6

Total days with light Rain (<.50 in) 16 N/A 26 17

Total Revenue

Total Revenue for Season $498,454 N/A $420,037 $494,926

Season Passes

Adult $3,009 N/A $1,356 $1,131

Family $31,623 N/A $18,915 $23,960

Youth $682 N/A $379 $398

Senior $743 N/A $1,123 $953

River Walking N/A N/A $1,040 N/A

Total Season Pass Revenue $36,057 N/A $22,813 $26,441

Rentals

Total Private Parties* 13 N/A 10 6

Entire Complex 5 N/A 10 6

FlowRider Only 8 N/A - -

Total Attendance 1,616 N/A 4,590 2,275

Total Rental Revenue $11,225 N/A $13,250 $5,250

* Private rentals were limited to Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays in 2021 due to staff availability. Management will re-
evaluate staffing each summer to establish best practices for rental offerings. 
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Aquaport By the Numbers

Concessions Stand: Top 5 Items

Item Net Sales Units Sold

Beverages* $22,554.25 9,834

Chicken Strips** $22,410.25 3,735

Cool Beads $13,804.00 3,549

Burgers** $11,158.25 1,607

Fries* $9,481.00 3,841

Total: Top 5 Items $79,407.75 (58.4% of total sales) 22,566 (51.3% of total units sold)

*Items sold consist of individual sales only, does not count as product included in combos.
** Items sold as individual and combos, Item considered the intended interested item of choice.  

Creve Coeur and Bridgeton Attendance

2021 2020 2019 2018

Creve Coeur

Attendance/Revenue Attendance/Revenue Attendance/Revenue Attendance/Revenue

Adult 214/$1,048.50 N/A 156/$723.50 173/$790

Youth 1,989/$766 N/A 116/$446 188/$727

Total 412/$1,814.50 N/A 274/$1,220 361/$1,517

Bridgeton

Attendance/Revenue Attendance/Revenue Attendance/Revenue Attendance

Adult 194/$930 N/A 73/$343.50 108/$506

Youth 156/$618 N/A 64/$254 156/$609

Total 350/$1,548 N/A 137/$597.50 266/$1,115
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Aquaport Tidbits
FlowRider:
• The FlowRider is the only surf simulator ride in the Bi-State area. The next closest FlowRider is 

approximately four hours away in Kansas City/Republic, Mo. or Chicago. 

• FlowRider sits on top of a 60,000 gallon pool but the wave guests ride on is only a few inches deep. 

• The City worked with Ameren to install an independent transformer in order to run the FlowRider. The rest 

of the complex runs on a separate transformer. 

• The location of FlowRider was strategically placed adjacent to the admissions kiosk to offer an amazing 

view for perspective riders waiting to enter the facility. It also allows private rentals of just the FlowRider 

with the remainder of the facility to be closed. This allows less staff to operate a rental and management 

to keep the FlowRider open post season (and pre-season in 2022).

Improved Filtration System:
Part of the renovation took place outside of public view. Originally built in 1998, Aquaport was still operating 

with the original filtration systems and pool recirculation configurations in 2019. In an effort to remedy many 

factors contributing to poor filtration and water quality from equipment over 21 years old, the renovation 

team made a priority to install all new high efficiency filtration equipment. This included new motors, 

pumps and chemical control systems. Management also worked with designers to have all pools operate 

independently. The original design from 1998 had the leisure pool, lazy river and slides all connected and 

running as one system. This was inefficient and hard to operate as it contributed to poor filtration as well as 

any contamination in one area would force staff to shut down the majority of the pools for clean up. With 

the renovation, the leisure pool was given its own filtration and chemical control. The lazy river and slides 

were given its own filtration and chemical control. The kiddie pool was not left out as it too received a new 

filtration and chemical control system. The FlowRider is a standalone system with an independent pump 

room with filtration and chemical control system. Prior to the renovation, Aquaport only had two separate 

bodies of water. After the renovation and addition of the FlowRider, Aquaport now has four separate bodies.

Concession Stand:
When establishing the new concession menu and pricing, management worked diligently to find fair prices, 

but also established all menu items to end on a whole dollar or 50 cents. This pricing was implemented for 

a few reasons. Firstly, it assisted staff making change for orders as everything had a simple denomination. 

It allowed staff to perform cash transactions with only supplying quarters for change. Eliminating the need 

to supply start-up change with pennies, nickels and dimes, staff had fewer transaction problems and 

management had an easier time counting drawers at the end of shifts. Also, staff receives discounts on 

food at the concession stand while working. Because of the simplified pricing, discounts were able to be 

handled with simple programing.
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Aquaport Operational Changes
Management and staff were able to monitor attendance live, in real time with “people counters” installed at 

the entrance and exit of the facility. This allowed staff to accurately manage the bather load of the facility. 

Aquaport was built and approved to hold 1,000 guests. During the first busy weekend of the year, we saw 

over 800 guests enter Aquaport. It became apparent the facility could not handle this number of people 

as it was extremely crowded and proved difficult to manage. Maryland Heights residents, safety, available 

deck furniture, deck space, swimming space and concessions stand wait times became top priority. 

Staff implemented changes to assist with the management of the facility. A limit to the number of non-

resident guests was put into place. Non-residents were able to purchase tickets online through Eventbrite 

with the maximum non-resident ticket sale limited to 400 per day. Groupon entries were limited to 100 per 

day. We did not impose a capacity limit for residents or season pass holders. These changes showed to be 

positive to the overall guest experience, increased availability of deck chairs and deck space, shorter lines 

and less stress for staff. 

The concessions stand implemented the Square POS on June 29. The Square platform helped operations 

of the concession stand tremendously. The touch screen module increased proficiency and efficiency, 

resulting in quicker wait times and food distribution. Staff had an easier time ringing in orders and guests 

had an easier way of processing payment. Guests were able to use the credit card chip, swipe or tap for 

payment. Smart devices were also accepted such as smartphones and watches. Additionally, Square 

accepted all forms of credit and debit cards as the previous program only accepted MasterCard or Visa. 

The previous system also had a long lag time when processing credit card payments, compared to Square. 
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